### IBFD Membership*
- **Full access to IBFD’s online offerings**
- **Global Tax Explorer Plus**
  - Unparalleled single-source tax research
- **Global Tax Explorer**
  - Comprehensive single-source tax research
- **Tax Explorer – Country Select**
  - Targeted single-source tax research
- **Tax Treaties Database**
  - Unmatched tax treaty resource
- **Tax Treaty Case Law**
  - Unique collection of court decisions with English summaries

### Global Transfer Pricing Explorer Plus
- Practical guidance on key issues

### Permanent Establishments
- Approved by country coverage on PE, including deviation analysis

### Tax Control Manager
- Minimise exposure to risks of non-compliance

### Mergers & Acquisitions
- Purchaser and vendor implications per country

### Investment Funds & Private Equity
- Thorough analysis of taxation & regulations

### Holding Companies
- All legal & taxation aspects in their life cycle

### International Tax Structuring
- In-depth descriptions of 60 major economies

### Global Tax Treaty Commentaries
- The authoritative source for tax treaty interpretation

### IBFD Online Collections
- **News**
  - Real-time tax news for 240 countries
- **Tables**
  - Overviews of key areas such as BEPS or Withholding Rates
- **Country Tax Guides**
  - Concise descriptions of 215 tax regimes
- **Country Analyses**
  - In-depth descriptions of 65 tax regimes
- **VAT, Sales Tax & Other Indirect Taxes**
  - In-depth analysis of 50 major economies
- **Transfer Pricing**
  - Detailed analysis of 60 major economies
- **Other Topical Analyses**
  - In-depth analyses of major topics

### Tax News Service
- **Real-time tax news for 240 countries**

### EVD News Service
- **EU indirect tax developments**

### Tables
- **Global Topics**
  - Commentaries on major tax topics
- **Treaties**
  - 12,000 treaty documents
- **Models**
  - Supernational tax models
- **Domestic**
  - National laws and governmental tax regulations
- **International**
  - EU law and reports, opinions and discussions of international organizations
- **Case Law**
  - Tax treaty, ECJ and national court decisions

### Compare two country chapters side by side
- Compare similar tables for multiple countries
- View two different documents side by side

### Income Tax Accounting Checker
- Set up & maintain an accounting framework
- Export treaty articles for multiple treaties to MS Word, Excel or PDF

### Treaty Status Monitor
- Real-time status tool for treaties

---

* IBFD Membership also gives you access to online journals and online books.
** A regional version of this product gives you access to the same contents and tools relevant to the region(s) of your choice.
A selection of products offered on behalf of our partners such as Tax Analysts, RIA Thomson, as well as IBFD Journals, are not included in this overview.
Historical Tax Archives (HTA) add-ons are available for many of our collections – consult the relevant product page at www.ibfd.org for more information.